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The power of combination
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The power of combination
 
 in statistics
   
n ‘wrong’ 







1AVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-
• Combination is a general approach
- several models fi  several estimates
- if ‘correct’ parts more consistent tha
parts...
fi averaging reduces error
• Intuition: choose ‘right’ model for e
- .. need to know when each is ‘right’
- .. need models that are ‘right’ at diffe
• Continuum of combination scheme
- conservative, ignorant of models
- domain-specific, trained on models
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Relevant aspects of the speech signal











rAVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-
• Speech is highly redundant
- intelligible despite large distortions
- multiple cues for each phoneme
• Speech is very variable
- redundancy leaves room for variabi
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 AVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-
• Speech recognition abounds with d
models
- different feature processing, statisti
search techniques ... 
• Redundancy in signal 
fi  many different ways to estima
making different kinds of erro
• General combination is easier than
what is good in each estimator
- training data & training process
usually the limiting factor
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Outline
   AVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-
The power of combination 
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hypothesesAVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-
• After each stage of the recognizer































































  AVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-
• Concatenate different feature vecto
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Posterior combination (PC)
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0.6%)AVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-0
• ROVER: 
Recognizer Output Voting Error Red
• Final outputs from several recogniz
each word tagged with confidence
• Align & vote for resulting word seq
• 25% relative improvement over bes
Broadcast News system (14.1% fi 1














WordsAVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-0
(with Hermansky et al., OGI)
• Can we combine with conventional
• Result: better performance than eit
- neural net & Gaussian mixture mod
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How & what to combine
 
(with Jeff Bilmes, U. Washington)










g dataAVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-0
• Combination is good, but...
- which streams should we combine?
- which combination methods to use?
• Best streams to combine have com
information
- can measure as Conditional Mutua
I(X ; Y  | C)
- low CMI suggests combination pote
• Choice of combination method dep
- FC for streams with complex interde
- PC makes best use of limited trainin
- HC allows different subword units






 AVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-0
The power of combination 
Different ways to combine
Examples & results
- The SPRACH system for Broadcas
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The SPRACH Broadcast News recognizer
 





ROVERAVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-0
• Multiple feature streams
• MLP and RNN models, including PC
• Rover for hypothesis combination
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The OGI-ICSI-Qualcomm system








decoderAVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-0
• PC of feature streams
+ Tandem combination of neural nets
Gaussian mixture models:
• 60% reduction in word errors 
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4AVIOS - Combinations  - Dan Ellis 2000-0
• Combination is a simple way to lev
multiple models
- speech recognition has lots of mod
- redundancy in the speech signals a
model to find different ‘information’
• Lots of ways to combine
- after feature extraction, classificatio
- ‘tandem’ hybrids etc.
• Significant gains from simple appro
- e.g. 25% relative improvement from
averaging
• Better insight into sources of bene
will lead to even greater gains
